
12+ CLOSINGS
10 HOURS/WEEK
How to add 12 closings per year lead generating 10
hours per week.
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Why call expired listings

When to call expired listings

How to prepare

Tracking your success

Expired seller mindset

Scripts

Additional Resources



WHY CALL EXPIRED LISTINGS

HIGH LEVERAGE USE OF TIME

The dollar per hour rate is very high

The best can set 1 appt/3 hours of calling

Listings are the highest and best use of your time

They have already identified themselves as sellers



WHEN TO MAKE YOUR CALLS

START AT 8:00 AM

Start with new expired listings

Other agents will begin calling at 8:00

By 8:30, these sellers are fatigued with calls

Call older expired listings when you finish new ones

Call for 50 minutes, take a 10 minute break, repeat



ABOUT MAKING CALLS

MINDSET IS EVERYTHING

Start showered and dressed for an appointment

Be ready 20 minutes before you call

Maintain good posture and smile

Consider using a stand up desk



DO NOT CALL LIST

COMPLIANCE IS UP TO YOU

Exemptions exist for current clients and past cclients

for up to 18 months from the time of their purchase

(as of the time of this writing)

The Georgia and Federal Do Not Call laws, prohibit

telemarketers from contacting those who have chosen to

have their phone numbers placed on the Do Not Call List.



TRACK YOUR SUCCESS

KNOW YOUR NUMBERS

Use a tracking sheet every day

Track your talks/appointment ratio

Goal is 1 appointment for 20 conversations

Tracking allows you to understand your conversion

and helps you improve



EXPIRED MINDSET

POINTS TO REMEMBER

They wanted to sell

They have engaged a real estate professional

Disappointed or angry about previous outcome

May not truly understand why home didn't sell



SCRIPTS

WHAT YOU SAY MATTERS

You will get better results

If you don't sound good, practice more

They will make you more productive

They ensure you get the needed info

Keep a printed copy



IMPROVE YOUR GAME

DEEPER LEARNING/MORE SCRIPTS

Get a script partner
Mike Ferry - the original
Tom Ferry (Mike's son)
REDX
Icenhower Coaching
Google



ROLL PLAY WITH SCRIPTS/PRACTICE

STEPS FOR SUCCESS

Print your tracking sheet

Prepare your list to call

Practice for 5-10 minutes

Mentally prepare

Dial

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



DIALER OPTIONS

AVAILABLE SERVICES

Vulcan7

Mojo

REDX



Lead Sources With a Dialer

Expired and withdrawn

listings are sometimes

used interchangeably.

These are the fastest

to sign contracts with

you and turn into

sales.

EXPIRED &
WITHDRAWN

LISTINGS For sale by owners can

be worked in a similar

way. They have their

own unique scripts and

they require more

follow up but they also

have their hand raised

as a seller.

FSBO

Circle prospecting is a

lead generation

strategy that relies on

the premise that

homeowners who live

nearby your recently

listed or closed home

will want to know

about it.

CIRCLE PROSPECTING



QUESTIONS/COMMENTS


